SUMMER VACATION HOMEWORK OF CLASS - VI
ENGLISH
1. There are many people in this world who have made us laugh. We can think of Charlie chaplin
who is still remembered fondly by all of us.
Think of one such entertainer and write a biographical note on him/her.
2. PROJECT WORK:
October 9 is celebrated as the postal day. Go to a nearby post office to know more about its
various departments, the importance of writing pin codes for faster delievery etc. Then, buy an
inland, and write a letter to your parents and let them experience the thrill of receiving a letter by
post.
3. On a separate notebook write down the following essays:
Global warming, Discipline, My aim in life
4. Letter writing:
a) Write a letter to your friend for concentrating more in his /her studies.
b) Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper on reckless driving.
5. Find out any best 15 phrases /idioms (e.g. Burnt his fingers
----Got himself into trouble)
6. Notice writing:
As a senior N.C.C cadet of K.C .Gurukul Public School, Jammu. You have been asked to draft a
notice about a 10 day N.C.C training camp to be held in Delhi. Write the notice in not more than
50 words.
7. You are a Arun/Anu a student of class vi. You have found a wallet containing some currency
notes.Draft a notice to be put up on the school notice board.
Grammar
Composition book
Chapter 26 Nouns: Gender
Write and learn all masculine and feminine given on page 103 and 104.
Write down all the antonyms given on page number 152
Learn all the chapters done in the classroom
Read all the chapters thoroughly.
HINDI

SCIENCE
1. Do all the book work of L-4 except (G part on page no. 47.)
2. Prepare a poster on food and health and give it an attractive slogan.
3. Make model of how molecules are packed in solid, liquids and gases, use the thermocol balls
and wires.
4. Paste different natural and non natural fabric on scrap book and write a property each.
5. Sort out the different powders and pulses in yours mom kitchen with their colours and name. Also
make a chart on it.

MATHEMATICS
1. Do activity of page no. 28 from your book.
2. Do activity of page no. 52 from your book.
3. Complete the magic squares given below using integers -9 and 9.
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4. Project work: Using waste materials make any five mathematical models, you can use straws,
toothpicks, boxes etc to make angles, polygons, 2D, 3D etc.
5. Do review exercises of chapter1, 2and 3.
SOCIAL STUDIES
1. Observe your shadow under the sun.
a) In the morning
b) In the noon
c) In the evening
Draw where your shadow falls and write five times about it.( Reference pg. no. 111)
2. Make a collage of (at least) 5 pictures of freedom fighter and write five lines about their
contribution.
3. Read next three chapters and underline important points.
4. Collect information on about voting rights (that’s why you cannot give votes and write few lines
about it.)
COMPUTER
1. Write short note on assembly language, machine language, high level language.
2. Write a short note on artificial intelligence.
3. Create a project on the topic “FEATURES OF WINDOW 7’’.
Note: Do all this on project file.

